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Did Abraham Lincoln's icon image on
money , influence his public perception?

By Fred Reed ©

rrkHIS ARTICLE WILL EXAMINE THE EFFECT (IF
any) of Abraham Lincoln's image on U.S. paper money

and coins in shaping public perception of our nation's mar-
tyred 16th Chief Executive.

It shouldn't be news to most readers that I have been
interested in Abraham Lincoln for a long, long time. In the
last 40 years I have published approximately 40 articles and
created many exhibits on this topic.

I also have about 430 pages of a Lincoln book done with
an expected publication date prior to
the venerable Abe's 200th bicentennary
of birth in 2009.

There will be many other com-
memorations of that event too, includ-
ing coins, stamps, and paper money in
this country and around the world.

In might surprise readers just how
beloved a figure "Father Abraham" is
around the world. "That Lincoln face
-- its grief and pain -- shall haunt us for
a thousand years," ("The Face of
Lincoln" by Thomas Curtis Clark).
Although our own country seems to
have lost track of Abe's birthday (until 1971 it
was a federal holiday on February 12th), cultures
and climes far distant and not disfigured by revi-
sionist history nor political correctness seem to
have a better handle on his metier.

My forthcoming book has a lot of built in competi-
tion. Lincoln is -- excepting Jesus of Nazareth -- the most
written about historical figure of all time. (A distant third is
Napoleon.) Specialists tell us that approximately 16,000 sepa-
rate books and monographs have been published on our coun-
try's Great Emancipator. More will come as 2009 nears.

Most aspects of Lincoln and his heritage have been writ-
ten about many times over. This is especially true of his
image. Books on Lincoln photos, Lincoln prints, and Lincoln
cartoons abound. It seems, however, that the historical main-
stream has paid only lip service to insights our money can add
to the discussion: Lincoln's brand emerged from depictions
on coins and currency. The icon mirrored his money images.

Although Lincoln's images on our coins and notes have
been ubiquitious down from his own lifetime to the present,
little is said in these mainstream publications about Abe's
numismatic legacy. Hopefully, my book will rectify this
imbalance and bring Abe's money traditions to the forefront,
adding substantially to Lincoln lore.

When I was a youth coming up in public schools in
upstate New York, Lincoln's picture was on the front wall
along with Washington's. Seeing that image day-after-day,
year-after-year emblazoned his visage on my subconsious.
Lincoln appeared stern, formal, somber, elevated, solid, and
able. The image dramatized his character, if not personality.
Aptly, both Lincoln's and Washington's pictures were the
same images appearing on our five and one dollar bills.

If this repeated exposure could make such an impression
on me, I felt it must also have impressed other baby boomers.
Afterall, repeated exposure is the tenet of advertising in all
media. Billions of dollars are risked on this principle. And this
branding must work because people hum commercial jingles
and salivate when they see golden arches.

Over time I realized that money too is a powerful media
of indoctrination. The ancients knew a thing or two about
putting their images on their coinage, and the effects are no
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less pronounced today. Thus a working
hypothesis of mine was that Abe's appearances
on our money over time created a public per-

sona, an icon image, which was reflected in sub-
sidiary ways in other popular media, creating a pow-

erful brand in public consciousness.
I came to this realization in a most practical manner.

Over the decades I have collected more than 2,000 Lincoln
images, including currency, coins, stamps, covers, statues,
engravings, lithographs, books, ceramics, ads, and other items.

My collection has always been organized by likenesses,
i.e. of the approximately 150 photographs, paintings from life,
busts etc. dating from Lincoln's lifetime, it is readily apparent
that the derivative secondary media are mirrors of one or more
of these original "from life" depictions. Art imitates life.

I was not the first to discern this, of course. In fact 20
years ago I discovered a very rare volume in the Library of
Congress Rare Book Room, Engraved and Lithographed
Portraits of Abraham Lincoln by Winfred Porter Truesdell (pri-
vately printed, 1933), which groups Lincoln engravings and

prints in this manner. Fortunately, about a
decade later Dan Weinberg at Abraham

Lincoln Book Shop in Chicago was able
to track down another copy for me for a
nice sum, which I gladly paid.

Turning to money depictions of
Lincoln by design type, we find these
images of him on federal and non-fed-
eral currency:

(1) images on 1861 $10 Demand
Notes and on 1862/1863 $10 Legal

Tenders were engraved by Frederick Girsh
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for American Bank Note Co., patterned on photos taken by
C.S. German Jan. 13, 1861, and released beginning in
August, 1861; also on $5 notes of Eagle Bank,
Providence, RI from March 4th 1862; image also
appeared on state banknotes commencing July 15,

1862, on $10 notes of the Rutland
County Bank, VT, the last known

Lincoln state bank note;
(2) images on Series 1863

$20 Interest Bearing Notes and
Series 1864 $20 Compound Interest
Notes were engraved by Henry Gugler
for National Bank Note Co., patterned

on the same photos as above; principal
distinguishing characteristic is the cut of

Lincoln's lapel; notes released to the public
from July, 1864; this image had previously

appeared on state-chartered $1 bank notes
commencing in November 20, 1861,

on Merchants Bank of Trenton, NJ;
April 8, 1862 on $1, $2 and $3
notes of the Lincoln Bank, Oneida
County, NY; $2 notes of Bank of
Pottstown, PA; $1 notes of Bank
of Commerce, DC, from early
May, 1862, as well as Union bonds.

(3) a portrait from the same
photos above for Continental Bank

Note Company but flopped was used on
a $5 Demand Note essay, and on $100

Kansas Union Military Scrip from June
1, 1867, and $1 City of Lincoln, NB,
municipal notes from c. 1870s;

(4) Mathew Brady's famous
Cooper Union photo taken when
Lincoln journeyed east for a speech

on Feb. 27, 1860, was engraved by
American Bank Note Co. for a $5 note

of Winsted Bank, CT; released from
April 1, 1862; this

is the only non-bearded image of :,2'ff
Lincoln on currency;

(5) the image on 50-cent
Fractional Currency was engraved
by Charles Burt, patterned after a
photo taken by Anthony Berger on
April 20, 1864; notes were released
to the public from July 14, 1869;

(6) the image on $100 Legal
Tenders was

based on another Anthony Berger
photo taken Feb. 9, 1864, for

Lincoln's 55th birthday, engraved
by Charles Burt; released to the
public from Dec. 4, 1869, to
1912; this familiar image also
appeared on Series 1863 $500
Gold Certificates, Series
1914/1915 $5 FRNs and $5

FRBNs from May 18, 1914,
Series 1923 $5 SCs which have an

uncropped portrait, and all classes of

small size $5 notes from July 10, 1929, and $5
Food Stamps from 1970; cropping is tighter
on the small size portraits;

(7) the image on the Series 1882 and
Series 1922 $500 Gold Certificates was
originally engraved by
Charles Burt, pat-
terned after an

Anthony Berger
photo of Lincoln

also taken Feb. 9,
1864;

(8) the George F.C. Smillie
engraved portrait of
Lincoln on the
Series 1899 $1
Silver Certificate,
issued from 1899 to c.

1927 was based on the same
photo as #61b above, but is much smaller;

(9) Lincoln's image on the
cent was engraved by Victor D.
Brenner in 1907 originally for a
plaque, patterned after another
of Berger's photos for
Lincoln's 55th birthday taken
Feb. 9, 1864; the cent was
released to the public from
Aug. 2, 1909;

(10) the same photo on
which the $500 Gold
Certificate portrait was based
was modeled by Will Fleishell
for Series 1999 and successive

series of $5 FRNs; this portrait is much
larger than the former engraving by

Charles Burt at #7;
(11) Daniel Chester

French's seated statue of
Lincoln and the Lincoln
Memorial also appear on our
currency on Series 1928 U.S.
Notes and other classes of
small size $5 bills from July 10,
1929, as engraved by Joaquin

C. Benzing;
(12) Lincoln and his

ial were engraved by Tom Hipschen
for the

mod "NexGen" Series 1999
and later ERN backs;

(13) Frank Gasparro
engraved Lincoln and the
Lincoln Memorial for cents
beginning 1959 to date;
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Table 1 -- Books yielding Significant Lincoln Images (SLIs) by Decade and Type in Collections of Abraham Lincoln Library & Museum

Decade
Books
w/SLI

Demand
& LT New $5 Old $5 FC pose Cent

French
Statue AL/Tad

Gettysburg
Lincoln

St. G
Statue

Other
Statues

Cooper
Union

1860s 33 11, 11 2 5k

1870s 6 3 2 1 1
1880s 21 9 5 4 1
1890s 36 1 4 4 4 4 81 3
1900s 61a 7 9d 1 Og 2 14 1 21
1910s 44 3 2 3 4 3 9 2
1920s 47 1 1 4 2 5 3h 1 4 2 1
1930s 36 1 2 7 1 4 11 1
1940s 35 2 3 6 1 1 5 1 2
1950s 38 5 2 1 2 1 9 1
1960s 32 2 3 1 4 2 3 11 2
1970s 26 4 2 2 2 2 4
1980s 29 1 6 3 2 2 5 2
1990s 39 3c 1 1 6 1 2 9 1
2000s 24 4e 3 4 1
Totals 507 6 51 54 101 59 14 18 87 9 4 16

a Lincoln books, popular during his lifetime and following his death, peaked at the time of his birth bicentennial in 1909
b Historian George Bancroft's important address to joint houses of Congress, the President and Supreme Court on Lincoln's birthday

Feb. 12, 1866, Memorial Address on the Life and Character of Abraham Lincoln, incorporates as its frontispiece Henry Gugler's

National Bank Note Co. portrait "Engraved and Printed at the Treasury Department"
c the current $5 FRN image has ALWAYS been popular, but enjoys resurgence concurrent to its use on these new notes
d a surge of interest in the old familiar $5 pose followed closely introduction of $1 Silver Certificates with this image in 1899
e the ingrained "$5 pose" became increasingly popular from the 1950s onward; the last use of the old $5 pose in this survey was in

2002 following introduction of the new "NexGen" $5 FRNs
f works by Maynard (1891), Dana (1896, 1899) and Joseph Barrett (1924) employ CSA banknote engraver Frederick Halpin's Lincoln

portrait engraving that was Burt's Fractional Currency model
g the cent profile employed by Brenner on the cent ginned interest in this image by book publishers
h Daniel Chester French's statue in the Lincoln Memorial was dedicated in 1927, and was used from 1929 on the backs of all classes of

the new small size currency, and from 1959 on the backs of cents, too
' several placebo designs are included for comparison; the image of Lincoln and his son and the portrait of him facing forward (the

"Gettysburg Lincoln") were equally unpopular until widespread publication by MP Rice, Francis D. Tandy, and Brown & Bigelow
I Statues, excepting the D.C. French figure, have been unpopular as SLI among books in this survey, but observe the transition from the

standing figure by Augustus Saint-Gaudens in Chicago to the seated French figure and other statues
k the only non-bearded Lincoln image on paper money appeared during Lincoln's lifetime on a state banknote
I Lincoln Centennary Assoc. compilation, Speeches of Abraham Lincoln (1908), employs a die proof of the Cooper Union banknote

engraving as a frontispiece

(14) not considered are the Lincoln-Illinois commemo-
rative half dollar, the Illinois state quarter, nor the various
Mount Rushmore commems.

Since these currency and coin images were replicated mil-

lions and billions of times and circulated hand-to-hand, year-

in-year-out over several generations, they therefore constitute

the most prolific public displays of Lincoln's image. My origi-

nal hypothesis (that Lincoln's image on our money creates his

public persona) thus has a corrollary: Lincoln money images

influenced public perceptions and derivative uses of the

Lincoln iconic figure in other secondary media, which rein-

forces our recognition of Lincoln and his meaning in History

and our own lives. Wouldn't substantiation of this hypothesis

be an important realization? I reckoned it would. It would

validate a significant bit of numismatic evidence.
As explained, I recognized this hypothesis experientially

from the many examples in my personal collection, but since I

self-selected these items my conclusions about the affect of
money images may be skewed. For example, since I never

kept records of models of unpurchased items I have encoun-

tered over the past 40 years, maybe I disproportionately pur-

chased items that reflect currency images. My collection
might be contaminated by my bias towards numismatics even

if I did so unknowingly.
In an attempt to test my hypothesis more scientifically I

sought out a method to explore this hypothesis in a neutral
fashion. I determined that one measure that would be unbi-
ased by my personal choices would be the prevalence of the

various Lincoln life images and their derivatives in published

Lincoln books -- not just any image (many books about

Lincoln have lots of images of him at the various stages of his

life and career), but the principal image of him selected. I call

this image a "Significant Lincoln Image" (SLI). These would

be frontispieces in older works principally, and cover or dust

jacket illustrations principally in more recent volumes. (note:
in limited cases Title Page illustrations were deemed the prin-

cipal Lincoln image in a work.) In cases where works had
more than one SLI, for example a dust jacket and a frontispiece,
both would be recorded.

Canvasing my personal library, or even a large municipal
or university library or even several of each was deemed insuf-
ficient sample size to reliably test my thesis. Sample size is
important and must be aggregated in a bias-neutral manner.
What I needed was an enormous Lincoln library for research
purposes. While there are several, I determined the holdings

of Lincoln Memorial University, Harrogate, TN would be

ideal.
I received a research grant from our Society of Paper

Money Collectors to travel to the far north-east reaches of the
Volunteer State, and decided to conduct the research after the
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recent Memphis International Paper Money Show, since I
would be half way there once in the River City.

Lincoln Memorial University is a private, coeducational
institution nestled in the Appalachian Mountains near the
Cumberland Gap, where Kentucky, Virginia and Tennessee
come together. It was chartered by the state on Lincoln's
birthday Feb. 12, 1897. The campus in Harrogate is gor-
geous, pristine, and idyllic.

The Abraham Lincoln
Library and Museum on
the campus houses one of
the most diverse collections
of Lincolniana in the coun-
try, including many rare
items, and approximately
30,000 books, manuscripts,
and other items related to
Lincoln and his times.

The museum's Library
proved an ideal test bed for
my hypothesis, since its
Lincoln volumes covered
the gamut of biography and
scholarship from Lincoln's
time down to our own.
Museum officials, especially
archivist David Noe and curator Steve
Wilson, were very helpful with my -
research, permitting me access to their
splendid archives, and exchanging
advice helpful to my research.

Putting my thesis to the test, I
examined approximately a thousand
volumes during a hectic and full four-
day period. These books were exam-
ined bias-free as they fell cataloged on the shelves. Volumes
were from the museum's public library, its curatorial library
upstairs, and from the rare books stored in its climate-con-
trolled, secured vault room. I believe this large sampling rep-
resents an excellent cross section of Lincoln books. Entries
with bibliographic data and "Significant Lincoln Image(s)"
were entered into a spreadsheet on my laptop computer.

The search produced 509 volumes with "Significant
Lincoln Images." Two volumes were undatable. 100, six and
two books had two or three or four SLIs respectively. Thus
629 likenesses that qualified as an "SLI" were recorded.
Obviously, many of the works were unillustrated in terms of
this search. Other volumes, predominatly multivolume series
were excluded because the multiple volumes have multiple
SLIs on successive volumes, largely chronological. Duplicate
volumes were not considered, however new editions were.
Volumes strictly devoted to Lincoln's childhood were not con-
sidered since any key illustration would be beardless, an image
not representative of Lincoln currency images (except in one
rare case). In a small number of cases the date of publication
was not listed, so the excellent Lincoln hibliographica were
consulted (including Jay Monaghan's two-volume work).

This raw data was put in chronological order by the pub-
lication date of the volumes censused. What did I find?
Table 1 displays the chronological results of my canvas and
my summary findings. Did this effort yield a statistically valid
sample size, and is a similar result reproducible? The reader

can judge for himself/herself. For my part, more research will
follow.

My findings are listed as the notes to the table. To me
these demonstrate that currency and coins did indeed play an
important part in conditioning public perception of Abraham
Lincoln, measured by the "SLI Yardstick" at the large Lincoln
library of Lincoln Memorial University. Although a number
of Lincoln images have been employed on U.S. money, cer-
tainly the cent profile and the old $5 pose have been the most
enduring. The cent profile obviously had a major impact on
derivative images of Lincoln like key book illustrations in my
survey. The $5 pose of my childhood schoolrooms and U.S.
federal paper money from 1869 down to recent days likewise

impacted this type of literature.
Furthermore, we can see a shift away
from this image to the new
"NexGen" portrait coincident to the
introduction of these new FRNs.
The Lincoln Memorial, on the backs
of paper money and cents, also has
impressed itself upon general con-
sciousness.

On June 29, 2006, the Treasury
Department, BEP and Secret
Service jointly announced a turn of
mind on redesigning the present $5
FRN. So this new note slated for
debut in 2008 will join the four new
Lincoln cent reverses and a bicen-
tennial silver dollar as major cele-
brations of Lincoln's birth bicenten-
nial in 2009. A Lincoln Presidental

dollar will climax the fourth
year of that series in 2010, too.

So Lincoln and his numis-
matic image will doubtless
remain front center in the pub-
lic purse and imaginations.
Fortunately the Abraham
Lincoln Bicentennial Com-
mission co-chair is Harold
Holzer, who is very sensitive to
Lincoln portrayal. I favor the
"Gettysburg Lincoln" (see
Contents page) and created a
Memphis exhibit touting it
prior to the $5 FRN makeover.

Lincoln often joked about his countenance and gangly
physique. Cartoonists were not gentle with his features. But
today he still polls first or second in most surveys of
"America's Greatest President," so his money images are an
important and ubiquitious ally in branding Lincoln conscious-
ness. Are his money appearances solely responsible for shap-
ing public perception? Of course not. Other factors can also
create this buzz (the M.P. Rice image for example), but I con-
tend branding via money is an important adjunct to consider.

Frank Brooks Cowgill's "Lincoln's Face" is apt: "God for
his perfect revelation needs // His total work from galaxy to
sod // And Lincoln shows, through myriad words and deeds, //
How very like his spirit was to God".

Lincoln's iconic images on our money have been impor-
tant in spreading that Lincoln brand around the globe, too. +

These titles were not in
the LMU Museum col-
lection, and thus are not
included in the survey,
but there is a reason all
use the Lincoln money
icon on their covers --
branding via repetition.
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